Salute to Excellence 2015 - Newspaper Finalists

Newspaper

Over 150,000

Newspaper - 01-001 News: Single Story
Brad Heath
USA TODAY
Black arrest rates

Newspaper - 01-002 News: Series
Maudyne Ihejirika
Chicago Sun-Times
Faces of minimum wage,' Maudyne Ihejirika, Chicago Sun-Times

Newspaper - 01-003 Feature: Single Story
Daniel Miller
Los Angeles Times
"Finding Marlowe"

Newspaper - 01-004 Feature: Series
Mitch Albom
Detroit Free Press
What poor looks like by Mitch Albom

Newspaper – 01-005 Investigative
Sandra Peddie, Will Van Sant
Newsday
Unprotected

Newspaper – 01-006 International
Sudarsan Raghavan, Pete Muller, Casey Capachi
The Washington Post
Trapped in violence and forgotten
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Newspaper - 01-008 Sports
*John Diedrich*
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Death in the Ring

Newspaper - 01-009 Business
*JC Reindl*
Detroit Free Press
Auto insurance rates put brakes on Detroit

Newspaper - 01-010 Commentary
*Rochelle Riley*
Detroit Free Press
Rochelle Riley's commentary

Newspaper - 01-011 Special Project
*Dave Sheinin, Krissah Thompson*
The Washington Post
The N Word

Newspaper - 01-014 Art & Design: Graphics
*Andrea Levy*
The Plain Dealer
Portrait of Michael Brown

Newspaper - 01-015 Photography: Single Image
*Jerome Delay*
Associated Press
Kevin: A Thief

Newspaper - 01-016 Photography: Multiple Images
*Jerome Delay*
Associated Press
Ebola in Liberia
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**Under 150,000**

**Newspaper - 01-001 News: Single Story**
*Mike McGee*

The Dallas Examiner
African Hunt Promotes Equality for Brotherhood

**Newspaper - 01-002 News: Series**
*Mike McGee*

The Dallas Examiner
Ebola Crisis: Dallas reports third infected, Africa hit worse than ever / Ebola in Dallas: Could Texas declare an emergency disaster? / Is Dallas ostracizing Africans?

**Newspaper - 01-003 Feature: Single Story**
*Kyle Swenson*

Cleveland Scene
Good Kids, Bad City

**Newspaper - 01-004 Feature: Series**
*Jenice Armstrong*

Philadelphia Daily News
Celebrating Success

**Newspaper – 01-007 Specialty**
*Jenice Armstrong*

Philadelphia Daily News
HAIR-RAISING

**Newspaper - 01-010 Commentary**
*Helen Ubiñas*

Philadelphia Daily News
Columns by Helen Ubiñas

**Newspaper - 01-011 Special Project**
*Daily News Staff, Holly Otterbein (WHYY), Andrew Mendelson (Temple/Center for Public Interest Journalism), Todd Wolfson (Media Mobilizing Project), Solomon Jones (AxisPhilly)*
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Philadelphia Daily News
Tapped Out

Newspaper – 01-013 Art & Design: Page Design
Jon Snyder
Philadelphia Daily News
Tapped Out

Newspaper - 01-015 Photography: Single Image
Steven M. Falk
Philadelphia Daily News
Controversy and anger